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Happy Birthday Starlink! 
Last au tumn saw the 10th anniversary of the official 
opening of Starlink. To celebrate the event, the Royal 
Astronomical Society held a special meeting in the 
Scientific Societies Lecture Thea t re in Savile Row, 
London. This took place on 12th October and was 
at tended by several hundred people. The high 
at tendance was a t r ibute to the impact Starlink has 
had on the British astronomical community. Talks 
were given by eleven people, including Professor 
Disney who chaired the committee whose 
recommendations led to the setting up of Starlink. 
There were also eleven poster presentations by young 
astronomers which illustrated some of the work being 
done using Starlink facilities. 
The picture on the left was taken a t this event and 
shows five people closely associated with the Project; 
from left to right: Eric Dunford, Patrick Wallace, 
Mike Disney, John Sherman, and Don Wells. 
A collision between a lorry and a railway bridge on 
the same day may not seem worthy of mention. 
However, it nearly resulted in the absence of several 
speakers from the above meeting since the t rain 
carrying them from Didcot to Paddington was 
stat ionary for about half an hour while the bridge was 
inspected. When they finally arrived at Paddington 
they jumped into a taxi and fought their way to Savile 
Row, arriving one minute early. Perfect timing! 
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Editorial 
One of the most significant events of the past nine 

months has been the creation of the ADAM Support 
Group at RAL. Peter Allan and Brian McEwrath (both 
profiled in the last issue of this Bulletin) arrived at 
RAL in October and November. Since then the pace of 
ADAM development has speeded up considerably. As 
ADAM is the most centrally important software within 
Starlink, this is great news. We all wish Peter and his 
happy band success in their challenging tasks. More 
details can be found in Peter's article on page 6. 

On top of the excitement of the ADAM Support 
Group comes the news of no fewer than two new Starlink 
sites. These are at the University of Kent (see below) 
and at Hatfield Polytechnic. This is all part of Starlink's 
growth over the last ten years. The continuing rise in the 
number of registered users (up to 1306 by March) shows 
the popularity of the Project. The user population is 
quite dynamic — half the current users have joined in 
the past two and a half years. 

I have taken over the preparation of this Bulletin 
from Jo Murray. I want to thank her for the great 
amount of work she put into preparing the first six 
issues, and congratulate her on the high standard she 
achieved. Our Bulletin has been widely applauded for 
its content and style, and Jo did the work of putting it 
together and getting it onto the streets. I hope to carry 
on the tradition. 

One minor consequence of the SERC's current 
funding difficulties has been a delay in the publication 
of this Bulletin. It should have appeared in January, 
but now bears an April date. From now on we hope to 
publish in April and October. I apologise for the delay 
to the authors who submitted copy last November. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 

'• RLVADr.MDL, MDL@UK.AC.RL.STAR 

Readers are reminded that the views expressed in the articles 
do- not necessarily reflect those of Starlink management. 

Opening of Kent Starlink Node 
The new Starlink node a t the University of Kent at Canterbury was opened on 14th January 1991. It is shared 

between the millimetre-wave Radio Astronomy group and the Unit for Space Sciences. The DECnet address is 
KENVAD. Hardware for the node is a mix of new equipment and transfers from recently upgraded major nodes. 
The system will be used for the reduction of molecular-line data-cubes from single-dish telescopes and synthesis 
arrays. The Space Sciences Unit specialises in studies of comets, and will be reducing CCD images and spectroscopic 
data. The node currently has 17 registered users and the system manager is Brian Heaton. Thanks are due to Chris 
Clayton and Adrian Fish for their expert assistance in installing the system. 

Tiie Vice-Chancellor, David Ingram, inaugurates the new Starlink node at the University of Kent, watched by 
(from left), Brian Heaton, Rolf Jan Habing, Chris Clayton, Adrian Fish, Andy Gibb, Simon Green, Simon Moy, 
Gordon Bromage, Tony McDonnell and Geoff Macdonald. 
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Two hundred years of astronomy at Armagh Observatory 

The past year has been a memorable one in the 
history of Armagh Observatory (shown above), as 1990 
marked the insti tute 's bicentenary. Tha t the Observa-
tory has survived for two centuries is quite remarkable, 
given its small size and remote location, not to mention 
its periodic financial problems. Moreover, Armagh's 
contribution to science has continually tr iumphed over 
these circumstances. 

The earliest recorded astronomical observations made 
from Armagh date back to the early Middle Ages. These 
were compiled in the renowned medieval ''Book of Ul-
ster" now housed in Trinity College, Dublin. The Ob-
servatory was founded some time later by the then Arch-
bishop of Armagh, Pr imate Richard Robinson, who em-
ployed the celebrated architect Francis Johnston ("the 
Wren of Ireland") to design the building. Robinson had 
envisaged a National University incorporating the Ob-
servatory, but this was never to become a reality. 

The success and longevity of the Observatory have 
largely been due to the endeavours of the directors and 
staff it has employed. The third director, the well 
known nineteenth century astronomer and meteorolo-
gist Dr. Thomas Romney Robinson, held the post for 
an astonishing 59 years! He was closely associated with 
many of the technical improvements in telescope design 
which were implemented by the Earl of R.osse and by 
Grubb the Dublin telescope makers. Robinson's inter-
ests were varied and he was responsible for a number 
of other important innovations, including the famous 
Robinson Cup Anemometer, an early example of which 
still survives on the roof of the Observatory. 

In 1883, Dr. J. L. E.Dreyer succeeded Robinson as 
director. During his period of office, Dreyer was to pro-
duce his "New General Catalogue (NGC) of Nebulae and 
Clusters of Stars". He was also renowned for his studies 

of the history of astronomy; indeed his works on Tycho 
Brahe are still s tandard texts. 

During the first half of the twentieth century, Ar-
magh Observatory suffered from inadequate funding, 
and it was not unti l direct government grants were made 
that opportunities began to improve. The Observatory 
grew from an essentially one-man enterprise into a mod-
ern astrophysical inst i tute with a staff of around ten. 
Shortly after the Second World War, a collaboration 
between Armagh, Dunsink Observatory, and the Har-
vard College Observatory was to set up the first large 
southern Schmidt telescope and establish the first inter-
national Observatory. At this t ime, the highly versatile 
and original astronomer, Professor E. J. Opik, joined the 
Observatory. He was to remain there until his death in 
1985, working in many areas ranging from ice-ages and 
Solar-system bodies to interstellar mat ter , stellar inte-
riors and the distance to other galaxies. 

Facilities at Armagh have continued to improve 
over recent years. A Starlink node for Northern Ire-
land (located at Armagh Observatory and Queen's Uni-
versity, Belfast) was established in January 1988, while 
this year saw the completion of the refurbishment of the 
Georgian building which now houses the Observatory's 
staff. The building was officially re-opened by the Duke 
of Gloucester in November. 

Anyone wishing to know more about the history 
of astronomy in Ireland, and more particularly that of 
Armagh Observatory, may be interested in the recently 
published book "Church, State and Astronomy in Ire-
land: 200 Years of Armagh Observatory" by Dr. J im 
Bennett . 

Paul Brown, Starlink, Armagh Observatory 
ARVADr.OPER, OPER@UK.AC.QUB.ARM.STAR 
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New software and documentation 

There were 36 software releases from the beginning 
of July 1990 (when the last Starlink Bulletin was writ-
ten) to the end of February 1991. New items of general 
interest are: 

A R Y : a subroutine library for accessing ARRAY data 
built usine the Hierarchical Da ta Sys-

.Y: a subroutine library tor accessu 
structures built using the Hierarc 
tern (SUN/11). 

H O N E Y : enables you to produce high-quality pho-
tographs of images displayed on the IKON (SUN/72) . 

N D F : stands for Extensible N-Dimensional Data For-
mat. It is the s tandard Starlink file format for 
storing N-dimensional arrays of numbers, such as 
spectra and images, and it will form the basis of 
most Starlink spectral and image-processing appli-
cations. This i tem is a subroutine library which 
enables programmers to access easily da ta stored 
in this format (SUN/33) . 

S S T : a simple software tools package to help you pro-
duce software and documentation, with particular 
emphasis on ADAM programming using Fortran 
77 (SUN/110). 

Many existing items have been improved, including: 

A D A M : now at version 1.9-2 and includes enhance-
ments to the parameter help system, the message 
and error systems, and the command language ICL 
(SG/4) . 

G E N S T A T : now at version 5.2 which includes exten-
sive enhancements described in an article in NAG 
Newsletter 2/90 and in a book which has been dis-
t r ibuted to Starlink sites (SUN/54). 

G K S : now supports X-windows, Postscript printers, 
and the LJ250 Ink Jet printer (SUN/83). 

H X I S : a major upgrade to this hard X-ray imaging 
spectrometer package (SUN/76) . 

N A G : now at Mk 14 and the graphics library at Mk 3 
(SUN/28). 

P I S A : replaces the earlier A P M package. Its name 
stands for Position, Intensity, and Shape Analysis 
and its purpose is to locate and describe objects in 
an image (SUN/109) . 

R E X E C : a major upda te (version 2.4) to this database 
management system which now includes graph-
ics. It is good for storing and manipulating large 
datasets , allowing extensive mathematical process-
ing of da ta (SUN/97) . 

S C A R : now at version 5.3. Existing commands have 
been enhanced and several new commands have 
been added (SUN/70) . 

There were 42 document releases from the beginning 
of July 1990 to the end of February 1991. Besides the 
ones mentioned above, these include: 

S G P / 3 1 : an upda te of the history and overview of the 
Starlink project for people who ask the question 
"What's Starlink?" 

S U G : an update of the initial introduction to Starlink 
for new users. 

S U N / 9 5 - K A P P A : a major enhancement to the 
documentation of this centrally impor tant general-
purpose image-analysis package. 

S U N / 1 0 1 — A D A M : at last, a really comprehensive 
guide to ADAM programming! I t 's got lots of ex-
amples (which are available on-line) and is com-
plementary to SG/4 , but more up-to-date. If you 
want to know how to write ADAM programs, this 
is for you. 

t 

S U N / 1 0 5 - S T A R L S E : many new features in this 
language sensitive editor. 

S U N / 1 0 6 - S C A R : at last, a beginner's guide to 
SCAR! Dry those tears and take a look at this if 
you despaired of ever understanding it. 

There is also very good news for users of the MAPLE 
computer algebra program. An excellent introduction is 
now available, writ ten by David Harper of Queen Mary 
& Westfield College. This is far more comprehensive 
than SUN/107 and it can be obtained from any Starlink 
Site Manager or from Mike Lawden at RAL. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, MDL@UK.AC.RL.STAR 

The 500th Starlink Software Release occurred on 7th 
March 1991. The first release in the current se-
ries was made on 21st April 1981, almost exactly 
10 years ago. Thus, we have averaged 50 releases a 
year — one a week. The number of n e w software 
items released has averaged one a month. Many of 
the older items have been withdrawn, so there are 
currently 96 items in the Collection. 

The size of the Collection has grown faster than any-
thing else in Starlink except processing power — it 
has tripled in the last four years — and the full 
Collection, including all optional items but not in-
cluding data, now occupies about 400 Mbyte of disk 
space. Try and get that on a PC! 
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New sites and people 

Two new Starlink sites have opened for business 
since the last Bulletin was published. These are at 
the U n i v e r s i t y of K e n t at Canterbury where Brian 
Heaton is the Site Manager, and a t the Department of 
Physics & Astronomy at Hatf ie ld P o l y t e c h n i c . Hat-
field is the first Remotely Managed Node and is looked 
after by an existing node manager, assisted by Hatfield 
computing staff. Michael Inglis is the local contact. 

No, you won't catch me trying to count Starlink 
nodes (Chris Clayton bravely a t tempted this in the last 
issue). All I will say is tha t we now install Starlink 
software on 24 VAX clusters of which one (RLVAD) is 
mainly for Project support , and another (STADAT) is 
a central da ta and software facility. 

There have been a lot of comings, goings, and side-
ways shiftings since last July. First, let me introduce 
the new Site Managers: as mentioned above, Br ian 
H e a t o n became Site Manager of the new Kent node. 
Vassi l is Laspias became Site Manager at Manchester, 
replacing P e t e r A l l an who moved to RAL to become 
Head of the ADAM Support Group. M i c h a e l Gar-
ret t became Site Manager at Jodrell Bank, replac-
ing Br ian M c l l w r a t h who moved to RAL to become 
Real-Time/Systems section leader in the ADAM Sup-
port Group. 

Then there are some new Special Interest Group 
programmers: P e t e r D r a p e r is the Image Processing 
Environment programmer at Durham. He is working on 
a new CCD data reduction system plus an object classi-
fication algorithm for the PISA package. Michae l M c -
Sherry is the Solar Astrophysics programmer at Ar-
magh. He is working on gett ing an existing package of 
HRTS da ta analysis software working on Starlink hard-
ware, and documenting it. Hors t M e y e r d i e r k s is the 
Spectroscopy programmer at ROE. He is maintaining 
and developing new spectroscopy applications for Fi-
garo. Ju l ian G o l d is the Volumetric Imaging program-
mer a t Cambridge. He is maintaining N-dimensional 
analysis software and planning a new package for fit-
ting models to spectral datacubes. R h y s Morris is the 
Hubble Space Telescope programmer at Cardiff. He is 
developing software to analyse HST da ta on Starlink. 

Finally, we have some internal changes at RAL: 
M a r t i n B l y took over the key software distribution job 
from D a v i d R a w l i n s o n who changed to Site Manager 
of the RAL Project node. A n d r e a R o b e r t s is now 
in charge of maintenance contracts and major nodes 
liaison. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, MDL@UK.AC.RL.STAR 

Ten years ago 

For Starlink, the highlight of the second half of 
1980 was the official opening of the Project on 24th 

October by Neil Macfarlane, the Parl iamentary Under 
Secretary for the DES. The crucial moment occurred 
when a bu t ton was pressed by the official finger, causing 
a montage of six images to be assembled on an ARGS 
screen, each one representing one of the six Starlink 
sites. The display ended with a rotation of the colour 
table which simulated nightfall a t Hers tmonceux. . . 

The second Starlink Information Bulletin issued in 
July 1980 looked forward to the arrival in September 
1980 of Patr ick Wallace from the AAO as Head of the 
Applications Group. Before joining Starlink he toured 
around UK astronomy depar tments with Bob Dickens 
(Head of Starlink) and Bob Fosbury (Project Scientist) 
encouraging people to write applications "within the 
Starlink environment". Wallace seems to have caught 
a travel bug as August found him at tending an image 
processing conference a t J P L and visiting other astron-
omy sites in the USA with his boss-to-be Cliff Pavelin 
(Project Manager) . Their plans crystallised in a pa-
per (SGP/13) issued in November which spelt out Star-
link's philosophy of software development. This paper 
is still current after all these years, one or two of its 
dreams still unrealised. 

September saw the first release of the "Starlink 
Software Environment". From today's perspective, the 
speed with which tha t first environment was written is 
astonishing. Of course, the design was much simpler 
than ADAM, and there was much less hardware and 
software, and fewer users to distract the programmers. 

The SRC financial Forward Look, published in the 
au tumn, is rather fascinating as it predicted a slow but 
steady contraction in Starlink staff. The idea, as I re-
call, was that once the software and the environment 
were written there wouldn't be much left to do. 

The third Bulletin was issued in November 1980 
(they came out every four months then, but were only 
4 pages long and had a much smaller distr ibution). It 
expressed excitement at the large amount of electronic 
mail that was flying around, together with a curious 
assurance that it "does not infringe the Post Office 
monopoly"'. It also announced the imminent arrival of 
line printers, originally not thought necessary. It went 
on "No other upgrades have been possible owing to fi-
nancial stringencies within SRC". So you see, some 
things do change — "SRC" has become "SERC" . 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, MDL@UK.AC.RL.STAR 

The percentage of male Starlink users is decreasing. 
Six years ago it was 89.9%; now it is 86.1% The 
percentage of male staff on the Project since it began 
has averaged 81.6% 

The attrition rate for male and female users is al-
most the same (48.8% males remain after 6 years 
against 45.0% females). 
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The ADAM support group 

The ADAM support group (ASG) now has all its 
members in post. So, just how many people are sup-
porting ADAM? Well, the ASG has 4.5 man-years per 
year allocated to it — a significant amount of effort. Its 
nominal membership is Peter Allan, Brian Mcllwrath, 
Alan Chipperfield, Paul Rees, and Malcolm Currie. But 
some ADAM work will also be done by Dave Terret t , 
Rodney Warren-Smith, Jo Murray, and Nick Eaton. 

Making ADAM Portable 

The biggest task facing the ASG is to make ADAM 
portable so it can run on Unix-based computers. The 
objective is to make ADAM application programs run 
on machines like SUN workstations, which currently 
have a price-performance rat io about three times bet ter 
than a VAX. These machines run Unix — only VAXs 
run VMS. This is where a software environment comes 
into its own, since once the ADAM kernel has been 
ported, it should be very easy to port any ADAM appli-
cation program (KAPPA, P H O T O M , ASTERIX, etc). 
Thus, the easiest way to port ADAM application pro-
grams is to make the ADAM kernel portable. 

ADAM under VMS 

Several people have expressed concern over the 
amount of effort required to make ADAM more portable, 
and are worried that this will reduce the level of sup-
port and development of the VMS version. Also, some 
people, especially in the Observatories, fear tha t we will 
abandon ADAM under VMS. However, the ADAM sup-
port group is just what it says it is — it will support 
ADAM in whatever way the user community requires, 
bearing in mind tha t the community itself cannot al-
ways agree on what is required. The Observatories have 
constraints on their ability to change computer types 
because of their need to run telescopes and instruments 
for many years, and consequently they are sticking with 
VAX hardware for the present. This is perfectly rea-
sonable, and it is par t of the challenge facing the ASG 
to ensure tha t ADAM supports the needs of both the 
Observatories and the da t a reduction community. The 
intention is to make ADAM portable — not to make 
it run only under Unix and not under VMS. The way 
to do this is to remove VMS-specific code from ADAM, 
and replace it with calls to internationally agreed stan-
dard operating system interfaces such as POSIX and 
X / O P E N . VMS will be POSIX compliant 'in a future 
major release of VMS' , to use DEC terminology. 

Programming language restrictions 

One thing we will insist on in future is tha t all the 
ADAM kernel must be writ ten in a language that is 
portable and appropriate . At present this means either 
'Starlink' Fortran or C. Pascal is definitely out. Ada 
may come some time in the future. 

The ban on Pascal deserves further comment. 
Comparisons of Ada, Pascal and C have been made by 
several authors [1], and the majority opinion is clear: 
Ada is the best language, but still has shortcomings; 
C will let you do anything you might need to, but it 
can be very dangerous as it is so permissive; and stan-
dard Pascal is simply not up to the job of writing real ' 
world programs. The only way to make Pascal really 
useful is to provide lots of extensions. This is what 
DEC have done with VAX Pascal, to the extent tha t 
the reference manual contains more blue (extensions) 
than black (standard features). Port ing programs writ-
ten in VAX Pascal to Unix is simply not practicable 
and it is bet ter to rewrite them in C. This is what we 
will have to do with ICL — all 6,000 lines of it! 

Some Observatories may be particularly concerned 
about the ban on Pascal as they have been using it for 
years. But if we are to make ADAM portable, it is sim-
ply impossible for the ASG to support any par ts of the 
ADAM kernel tha t are wri t ten in VAX Pascal. Note, 
however, tha t you can write ADAM tasks in Pascal. 
Thus, if an Observatory wishes to write telescope or 
instrument-control tasks in Pascal, they are a t liberty 
to do so. Nothing has changed from the way things 
are done a t present, and tasks wri t ten in Pascal will 
continue to work. 

ADAM documentation 

Something the ASG has already done is to address 
the issue of documentat ion. Many of the current docu-
ments are out of date, inaccurate, or misleading. Con-
sequently, we have decided to retire the current series 
of AEDs, APNs, etc, and they will not be distributed 
with future versions of ADAM. Documents that are par-
ticularly impor tant will be converted to Starlink User 
Notes (four have been done already), but you might 
like to keep the current series in a binder with a gov-
ernment health warning on the front for future archival 
reference. 

An ADAM programmer's guide (SUN/101) has re-
cently been released that will be of great help to people 
learning ADAM. 

[1] Feuer, A.R. & Gehani, N., (eds.), 1984. Com-
paring and Assessing Programming Languages: Ada, 
C, Pascal. Prentice-Hall. 

Peter Allan, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.PMA, PMA@UK.AC.RL.STAR 

Starlink started out with 6 VAX 11/180s (6 VUPS). 
It now has 110 DEC CPUs (291 VUPs), and 22 
SUN CPUs (287 SPECmarks). 
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UNIX — The good, the bad and the ugly 

In Starlink Bulletin 5 we read two extreme views 
of UNIX tha t described the good and the bad sides of 
this much debated O.S. Well, in my opinion the t ru th 
about UNIX is not tha t it is good or bad, but tha t 
it is certainly ugly. However, many ugly creations can 
become great friends with unsuspected hidden qualities 
when you get to know them, and this is true of UNIX. 

So, why is UNIX ugly? Well, UNIX has two main 
repellent features. The first is the command language 
itself. Having obscure command names like g r e p , awk 
and b i f f (the latter of which was named after the pro-
grammer's dog) is one of the more irritating features of 
UNIX. The chances of guessing what such commands 
do is practically nil. 

The second feature of UNIX tha t is frightening to 
neophyte users is the poorer documentation compared 
with tha t available for VMS. For example, it took me 
a while to discover the command tha t would show me 
how long the system had been up. The command was, 
of course, w. 

So, how does one cope with these repulsive aspects 
of the operating system? Do we avert our gaze from 
the horror and jus t continue with sweet VMS? UNIX 
is coming to stay and only the foolish will ignore it. 
Do we put a paper bag over its head to make it more 
approachable? Yes, we could do this by hiding UNIX 
behind a friendly windowing interface, common to both 
UNIX and VMS. However, computing hardware run-
ning UNIX will be in your depar tment long before the 
applications software and terminal hardware are avail-
able to let you merely view UNIX through a rose-tinted 
X-window. The only sensible option is to put on a brave 
face and bite the bullet. 

So, here is some practical advice to help you get 
to grips with UNIX. If you are a VAX user, ask your 
system manager for a copy of a book called "UNIX 
for VMS users". This doesn't a t t empt to teach you 
UNIX from scratch, but instead draws parallels between 
the two systems and shows you how to do all those 
things that are now second nature to you on the VAX. 
It is full of examples (both in VMS and UNIX) of all 
the major commands, and points out pitfalls that VMS 
users usually fall into when moving to UNIX. The book 
does contain some errors and omissions, but I found it 
preferable to all the UNIX primers I have encountered. 

With regard to coping with commands such as 
ps -aux ($ SHOW SYSTEM in VMSspeak), you can use 
"aliasing" to tailor your UNIX environment to look like 
VMS so tha t you can happily type DIR, TYPE, EDIT 
etc, and get the desired result. This is very useful when 
you first s tar t using UNIX. However, to be honest you 
really have to make the effort and learn the new syntax 
so that you can walk up to any UNIX machine and use 
it without having to bring your "VMS emulator" along 
with you. This is not as onerous a task as you might 
imagine. In fact, I have now become so at home with 

the concise UNIX command language that , to avoid 
typing the wrong command line at the wrong window 
when I a m using UNIX and VMS simultaneously, I have 
actually chosen to make my VMS environment look like 
UNIX rather than the other way around. 

To summarize my own experiences, I s tarted my 
UNIX career with great keenness only to be filled with 
an immediate feeling of impotence as I found myself 
unable to guess or discover the magical incantations 
required to carry out the operations that I did under 
VMS every day. However, after a bit of effort and hav-
ing found a decent manual to read, I a m now reaping 
the benefits. UNIX does offer a number of features 
which are superior to VMS (gasp!), in particular the 
ability to construct powerful one-line commands out of 
a few simpler commands, background processing and, 
whether you thirnk you are going to like it or not, a more 
concise command line interface. 

Chris Clayton, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.CAC, CAC@UK.AC.RL.STAR 

Portable programming 

Computers tha t run one of the many varieties of 
Unix have started to appear a t Starlink sites, mainly 
in the form of SUN workstations. Over the next few 
years, and quite possibly beyond, Starlink users will 
have access to both VMS and Unix based computers. 
You will probably want to run your programs on both 
types of system, so it is worth thinking about their 
portability. If complete portabil i ty is impor tant , write 
your programs in pure s tandard Fortran 77. (Fortran 
90 is clearly going to be important in the future, but no 
compilers are available yet.) If you are currently using a 
VAX and want to see if a program conforms to the ANSI 
standard, compile it with the / S T A N D A R D qualifier on 
the FORTRAN command. This will notify you of any 
non-standard syntax in your program. Alternatively, 
you can use the F O R C H E C K program on STADAT. 
This gives useful information about your program that 
the VAX compiler doesn't give, such as inconsistencies 
between the number of arguments of a subroutine when 
it is declared and when it is used. 

Adhering to ANSI s tandard Fortran 77 is the most 
reliable way to ensure tha t your programs will compile 
correctly on many computers. However, this is not fool-
proof, since you can still be caught out by machine-
dependent values. Also, you may find it too restrictive 
and want to use some of the VAX extensions. If so, 
use only those permit ted by the Starlink programming 
guide, SGP/16 . 

Starlink programming guide 

SGP/16 is well worth a read, and is full of useful 
tips for writing legible, easy-to-maintain programs. It 
encourages the use of two extensions: the IMPLICIT 
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NONE and INCLUDE statements. IMPLICIT NONE 
ensures you have declared all the variables in your pro-
gram, and is trivial to remove. INCLUDE ensures there 
is only a single copy of the included source code to be 
changed, and it is relatively simple to include the file 
explicitly if necessary. 

SGP/16 also lists some VAX extensions to avoid. 
Many of these are provided on both SUN workstations 
and DECstations; however, it is unwise to assume that 
these are the only machines that will be of interest in 
the future. SUN workstations and DECstations have 
tried to be compatible with VMS where possible. How-
ever, we may want to buy IBM workstations one day, 
and compatibility with DEC is not thought to be a 
prime concern of IBM. 

Software life-cycle 

Software tends to have a much longer life than 
hardware. In fact, a common reason for the demise of a 
piece of software is that the hardware has changed, the 
program does not work on the new hardware due to its 
being written in non-standard Fortran, and no one can 
be found to port the program to the new hardware. The 
cost of rewriting old programs is, potentially, a large 
drain on the resources available to UK astronomy and 
is a cost which Starlink has always sought to minimise. 
Despite this, application-hungry users invariably give 
portability the lowest priority. If programs were writ-
ten with a view to portability in the first place, these 
rewrite costs would be reduced. People who believe 
that guidelines (such as SGP/16) on programming in a 
structured, well-documented way are just a lot of bu-
reaucratic nonsense thought up by RAL to make life 
difficult for programmers should think carefully. 

File names 

Even if you do write your programs in pure ANSI-
standard Fortran, you still need to be aware of some 
problems that can arise when porting programs from 
one system to another. If you have any explicit file 
names in your source code (include files are a good ex-
ample, although the INCLUDE statement is not ANSI 
Fortran of course), then the syntax of file names on any 
computer that you port your programs to is likely to be 
different to your current one. The best recommenda-
tion is to give explicit file names in programs as pure 
alphanumeric strings such as FILE1. In VMS, you can 
then define a logical name, FILE1, to point to the true 
file. In Unix you can set up a soft link to point to the 
real file if it is not in the same directory as the main 
source file. This will not work in all situations, but 
is about the best that can be done easily. Although 
there are potential problems with having to change the 
names of include files, such files should definitely be 
used as any difficulties are outweighed by the problems 
of otherwise having to maintain multiple copies of the 
same lines of code. While on the subject of file names, 

remember that Unix is case-sensitive, whereas VMS is 
not. 

Character sets 

A perennial problem with porting programs is 
character sets. These days most computers, with the 
exception of IBM mainframes, use the ASCII character 
set. However, it is dangerous to assume that this will 
always be the case. One little-used feature that was in-
troduced with Fortran 77 was the lexical character func-
tions. These functions compare two character strings 
based on the ASCII collating sequence, irrespective of 
the actual character set used on the computer you are 
using. For example, the logical function LLE(A,B) will 
compare the two character variables A and B. If the 
content of A is Lexically Less than or Equal to B, then 
the function will return a true value, otherwise it re-
turns false. Use of these functions can aid the writing 
of portable programs. 

Hardware limitations 

Finally, you always have to be aware of the limita-
tions of the hardware on which your program is running. 
There is a maximum integer that can be expressed 
on a given machine, and there is a maximum value 
that a floating point number can have. (ADAM has 
a standard file specifying these values.) On a VAX, the 
largest single-precision real number is approximately 
1.7 x 1038, which may seem pretty big until you try 
to evaluate an expression containing the fifth power of 
the speed of light and the third power of Planck's con-
stant. These are things over which you have no control 
(Fortran 90 will be much better in this respect), so you 
simply have to do your best and hope that you do not 
meet a particularly perverse computer one dark night. 
Many recent computers implement the IEEE specifica-
tion for floating point hardware. This provides a similar 
dynamic range to the VAX, but again it is unwise to 
assume that this will be the case for all computers. 

Although the above may have given you the im-
pression that it is almost impossible to write portable 
programs, it is in fact quite easy to write programs 
that need few or no alterations most of the time, and 
the alterations can often be predicted in advance. The 
important thing is to think about portability from the 
outset. Do not use 'nifty tricks' that save you two lines 
of code and probably no CPU time (compilers are very 
clever these days), but rather write code that is clear 
and sticks to the standard. It is my hope that having 
two operating systems to use will encourage program-
mers to think more carefully about the most obvious 
issues of portability until they become second nature. 
My experience elsewhere has shown that this can indeed 
happen. I trust that it will on Starlink. 

Peter Allan, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.PMA, PMA@UK.AC.RL.STAR 
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Parallel ASTERIX with Caplin Cybernetics 

The ASTERIX package is a collection of programs 
developed at the Universities of Birmingham and Le-
icester to analyse X-ray da t a and is the recommended 
Starlink package for X-ray da t a analysis. In general, it 
may be used on da ta from any photon-counting instru-
ment and, at present, front-end interfaces exist for the 
EXOSAT and ROSAT telescopes. ASTERIX is a typi-
cal Starlink package tha t uses Starlink da ta files based 
on hierarchical da ta structures (HDS) and runs under 
the ADAM environment. 

So, what do you do when you're trying to run tha t 
ASTERIX routine tha t just seems to eat up CPU time 
and you've already filled the batch queue with a list of 
other tasks to be performed? Well, apar t from scream 
at your site manager for a larger VAX, or struggle to use 
a Unix workstation that doesn't seem to care that Star-
link environments and libraries exist, there is always the 
possibility of speeding up Starlink packages by using a 
parallel computer connected to a /iVAX. Caplin Cy-
bernetics have produced a parallel transputer system 
called HEX tha t plugs directly into the /iVAX Q-bus 
and can talk to code executing on it . Alternatively, the 
/iVAX can be used as a file server containing all your 
da ta files, and the t ransputers can do all the work. It 
is the ability of the Caplin HEX system to talk to the 
/iVAX which differentiates it from many other systems 
on the market , along with an interface that gives up 
to a megabyte-per-second I / O da ta rate. Clearly, this 
seems like the answer to every astronomer's dream of 
providing large speed-ups to code, if only parallel com-
puters were easy to program! 

Parallel machines are based on the simple idea that 
if in an office one person can ' t cope with the work, then 
just employ further workers who talk to each other and 
share the workload until the work is completed in the re-
quired time. This is the idea behind the INMOS trans-
puter. The t ransputer is a computer (CPU and mem-
ory) on a chip tha t has a number of high speed point-to-
point bi-directional links tha t permit it to talk to other 
t ransputers . There are several types of t ransputer , each 
with different chip architectures. The t ransputer we 
will consider is the T800, which is one of the most pop-
ular. It has a 32-bit processor, a 64-bit floating point 
co-processor, and four links, permit t ing each transputer 
to talk to up to four others. More transputers can be 
added to the system to provide as much power as re-
quired, and as each t ransputer is mass-produced, the 
cost is kept relatively low. The advantage of these links 
is that the communication bandwidth grows as more 
processors are added, and being local to the system they 
are unaffected by activity on the fiVAX. Clearly, there 
arc some limitations; for example, the work distribution 
shouldn't be such tha t the workers spend most of the 
time chatt ing or swapping work, and there shouldn't 
be too many workers having a tea break while they 
wait, for some heavily-loaded worker to finish. Thus, 
the problem of parallel programming is simply one of 

work management, and there are plenty of simple ways 
of distributing work which can produce dramatic results 
in reduced execution t ime. 

As a way of demonstrat ing this, and of showing 
how easy it is to incorporate such a system into the 
Starlink environment, three ASTERIX routines were 
selected. These were the most computationally inten-
sive time-series analysis routines which rely heavily on 
Starlink libraries and HDS. The aim of the work was to 
extract the computationally intensive section of code to 
run on the HEX system, whilst retaining the I / O and 
Starlink environment dependent sections of code on the 
/iVAX. In this way, the HEX system acts as a compute 
server, similar to other plug-in accelerator boards ex-
cept that only small sections of code execute on this 
compute server and it is expandable. Only porting the 
work routine limits the amount of duplicated code since 
two versions of the code will be required; one for exe-
cuting on the /.(VAX if the HEX system is unavailable, 
the other for executing on the HEX system. It also en-
ables the user to execute the code in the same way he 
always has in a familiar environment. The only per-
ceived difference is tha t now the code executes signifi-
cantly faster. 

Porting code to the new processor 

So, how does one take a piece of s tandard Starlink 
software and execute it on a parallel computer system? 
Luckily, the logical s tructure of the ASTERIX code 
completes most of the work. T h a t is deciding which 
section of code to port . The code has the following 
structure: 

I n p u t d a t a i n S t a r l i n k envi ronment 

C a l l work r o u t i n e 

Output d a t a i n S t a r l i n k envi ronment 

where the work routine has no I / O calls. If this is not 
the case, then it is a very simple problem to restruc-
ture the code so that it has the above structure. A 
call to a work routine can be seen as a communica-
tion between two processes, passing all relevant com-
mon and call parameters . This leads to our first trivial 
parallel decomposition of the code, where the work ex-
ecutes on one t ransputer that communicates with the 
//VAX. Such a decomposition is extremely useful if a 
more powerful processor is used instead of, or as well 
as, a t ransputer . Such an example is the combined 
transputer/ i860 board. This uses a t ransputer for com-
munication, but there is also an i860 vector co-processor 
capable of up to 80 Mflops (Million 32-bit floating point 
operations per second). For comparison, a T800 trans-
puter is capable of up to 1.5Mflops, and a Vaccelerator 
A P / 3 0 up to 5 Mflops. Since most ASTERIX code 
is vectorisable, such a system with vector processing 
calls performed on the i860 processor would be a very 
formidable system, although the code would need to be 
modified into a number of vector operations. This could 
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Figure 1: Time comparison for period folding with unweighted means (weighted means gives similar results). 

then be used in the same way as several Vaccelerators, 
but with the added advantage tha t it could also be used 
as a truly parallel and expandable system. 

The next step is a parallel decomposition of the 
work subroutine. Luckily, many problems are embar-
rassingly parallel in tha t they consist of loops where 
each calculation is independent of the next iteration. 
Such an example is periodicity searching where the code 
loops over each period. The natural decomposition is 
to distribute the loop calculations over a number of 
worker processes tha t are controlled by a master pro-
cess that talks to the //VAX and breaks down and dis-
tributes the work in packets. A master and worker are 
placed on the first t ransputer and a worker on every 
other t ransputer , unti l all the allocated processors have 
been used. Typically, the number of iterations is larger 
than the number of processors, so each processor does 
many iterations. This decomposition is further simpli-
fied by code provided by Caplin which will buffer and 
distribute work to any free worker process. Thus , pro-
vided the amount of computat ion is large enough to 
outweigh the time spent in communicating da ta from 
the //VAX to the HEX system, plus the interprocess 
communication time required to send out instructions 
and return results, a reduction in the computation time 
will occur. This is reflected in the timing diagram which 
shows a comparison between //VAX 3400 cpu time and 

elapsed time on an unladen //VAX with the HEX sys-
tem for one and eight t ransputers . Clearly, these values 
are best cases since they are equivalent to a user hav-
ing a //VAX to himself! They do show an indication 
of what performance to expect when comparing such 
systems, although a heavily laden //VAX will only af-
fect the parallel code whilst it sets up the t ransputer 
array and transfers code and data , unlike the /iVAX 
code which must fight for cpu t ime in order to process 
the da ta in the work routine. 

The timings are for the period folding routine and 
periodogram fitting over a number of periods, using 
one dimensional EXOSAT data . The predicted perfor-
mance with four t ransputers for calculating the power 
spectrum, based on a very fast parallel F F T algorithm 
writ ten by Steve Duncan at Southampton, is expected 
to be three times faster than the //VAX 3400 cpu time. 
It can be seen tha t for small work loads the //VAX and 
HEX system take about the same length of t ime, but 
for larger work loads the advantages of using a parallel 
computer become clear. The amount of computat ion is 
far higher than the volume of da ta tha t must be commu-
nicated and is large enough to ensure all the processors 
are working virtually all of the t ime. 

So what is our modified package like? Well, for 
users at Southampton the new code exists in addition 
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Figure 2: Time comparison for periodogram fitting 

to the standard ASTERIX routines. The code is exe-
cuted in exactly the same way as before, requiring only 
an extra line in the login file to define HEX symbols. 
It will execute in any Starlink environment, as well as 
any future environment that the original package may 
execute in. Since only the work routine has been du-
plicated and modified, the amount of duplicate code 
is minimised and typically this will minimise the ex-
tra manpower required to maintain two versions of the 
code. Hopefully, this work routine should not evolve 
too greatly, unlike the user interface, further reducing 
the overhead in maintaining such a system. If a HEX 
system is connected to the //VAX, the new code will al-
locate as many processors as it can, execute the work on 
the HEX system, and then deallocate the processors for 
the next user. Unlike the traditional single-processor 
accelerator board (the Vaccelerator for example) that 
is unavailable if someone else is using it, the HEX sys-
tem can have several users running code at one time 
and if it is not possible for any reason for a user to ac-
cess it, the code will simply inform the user that it will 
execute the work routine on the /iVAX instead, so that 
he can go off and have a long coffee break! 

The new code does have the disadvantage that 
the number of points in the data file is limited by the 
amount of available memory on each transputer, which 
does not have the benefits of virtual memory that the 

//VAX does. This does not greatly limit the number of 
periods that may be searched over as the data are dis-
tributed over the array of transputers. However, more 
complex decompositions of the work routine may reduce 
this limitation. 

Clearly, this system can provide dramatic reduc-
tions in execution time for some computationally in-
tensive tasks and can be incorporated into the Starlink 
environment with few problems. Naturally, though, the 
bottom line of all this work is how much does such a 
system cost? The system at Southampton, which con-
sists of system software, FORTRAN compiler, and eight 
T800 transputers with one megabyte of memory each, 
on which all this code was developed and run, costs 
about £21,000. This is a fraction of the cost of buy-
ing a larger //VAX. If the new i860 boards are used, 
the price performance of the HEX system is remark-
able with each board starting at less than £10,000. 

Thanks are due to everyone at Caplin Cybernetics, 
our site manager Laurence Jones for putting up with 
another piece of hardware, and Andrew Norton for his 
comments on ASTERIX. 

Martin Gorrod, Southampton 
SOTONr.MG, MG@UK.AC.SOTON.PHASTR 
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IPESIG News IRASIG News 

At its latest meeting, IPESIG decided that the 
next major effort of the SIG programmer(s) would be 
the production of a general purpose CCD reduction 
package, and a package for large galaxy surface pho-
tometry. Peter Draper (SIG secretary) has issued a 
NEWS item on the C C D reduction package, while I 
will be co-ordinating the surface photometry side and 
would like to collect comments and suggestions from 
anyone interested in this area, or who might like to use 
such a package. SUC has recently decided tha t the sec-
ond IPESIG programmer will be sited at Cardiff, and 
it is expected tha t his or her first task will be to plan 
the surface photometry package. 

A new package will be constructed from scratch, 
as far as the actual code is concerned, rather than try-
ing to Starlinkise an existing package. However, we 
know tha t many people have their own working pack-
ages and we have no desire to reinvent the wheel (or 
the ellipse). We intend to incorporate existing tried 
and tested methods and algorithms wherever possible, 
and would appreciate the help of interested and/or ex-
perienced galaxy photometrists . Initially, we need a 
list of all the things you actually do (e.g. ellipse fitting, 
removing contaminating stars, integrating inside con-
tours etc.) and how you do them, plus anything else 
you'd like to do bu t have never implemented. General 
comments on the form of the package would also be 
appreciated. 

We recognise tha t , as several of you have pointed 
out, Starlink has not in the past been able to devote 
much effort to this area, but with one programmer al-
ready in post and another to come within a few months , 
this is our chance to do the job properly and get a bet ter 
Starlink package. If you wish to influence our decisions, 
please let us know your views. 

In the interim, the old (unsupported) Starlink ver-
sion of Mike Cawson's GASP package may be replaced 
by a package containing the updated (and well tested) 
Cardiff versions of the most important routines. This 
Reduced GASP package, RGASP, is due for release as 
Starlink software. It contains many of the usually re-
quired large galaxy surface photometry routines, such 
as ellipse fitting, aper ture photometry etc. Anyone who 
needs help using it may direct enquiries to Cardiff. 

Steve Phillivvs, IPESIG chairman, Cardiff 
CARDIFr.SXP, SXP@UK.AC.CF.ASTRO.VI 

The half-life of a Starlink user is 5.5 years. In other 
words, if 100 users registered today, we could expect 
50 of them to be still registered by the end of 1996. 

This estimate is based on an examination of the for-
tunes of two separate groups of users over 6 years. 
Only 339 of the 1296 users registered in February 
were registered for 6 years or more. Are you one of 
this select band of veterans? 

The name of the SIG has been changed from IRAS 
to Infra-Red Astronomy to reflect the fact t ha t its scope 
will be extended beyond IRAS to IR Astronomy in gen-
eral (space and ground based) when ADAMisation of 
existing IRAS software is completed in about 6 months ' 
t ime. When this happens, the SIG will be looking for 
some new members to reflect the broadening of its re-
mit. 

Conversion of the old INTERIM software to run 
under the ADAM environment 

This will be a major task for some t ime to come, 
involving a complete re-write of much of the current 
IRAS software. It is hoped tha t the new package, to be 
called IRAS90, will provide significantly extended and 
improved facilities for processing IRAS da t a on Star-
link. Initial effort is being put into the main CRDD 
handling programs ( I_SNIP_CRDD, C R D D T R A C E , 
L D E S T R I P E and I_CRDD_COMBINE) , al though the 
final package will obviously include facilities for han-
dling all the da ta products available through I P M A F . 
A new VAXnotes conference has been created in which 
specific details of the design of IRAS90 will be held. 
Interested people are invited to examine the contents 
of this conference (MAVl::IRAS_ADAMISATION) and 
to contribute their comments. 

New data products 

Regions of the Faint Source Survey are now avail-
able. The PASS 3 Calibrated Raw Detector D a t a are 
hoped to be shortly available at I P M A F . This da ta have 
been re-calibrated and have a significantly lower level 
of striping. The super-skyflux images, which have been 
produced from the PASS3 CRDD, are also expected to 
become available shortly. Images containing estimates 
of the IRAS detectors ' Point Spread Functions are to 
made available on STADAT. 

New software and documentation 

Various new applications have been released in 
the EDRSX package. These include CRDDSAMPLE, 
which is the basis of iterative destriping of IRAS im-
ages, and MEMCRDD, which maps CRDD into a two 
dimensional image using the Gull and Skilling Max-
imum Entropy algorithms contained in their MEM-
SYS3 package. The MEMSYS3 subroutine library has 
also been made available on Starlink — SUN/116 and 
SUN/117 describe M E M C R D D and MEMSYS3 respec-
tively. The LRSEXT program can now be used over the 
network, and new versions of SUN/70 ("SCAR - Star-
link Catalogue Access and Report ing") and SUN/82 
("IRAS - Da ta products primer") have been released. 

Dave Berry, Manchester University 
MAVADr.DSB, DSB@UK.AC.MAN.AST.STAR 
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ROSAT on Starlink 

X-ray and EUV astronomy data from the new ROSAT 
satellite are now flooding into several Starlink nodes, 
including EUV all-sky survey data to Leicester, Birm-
ingham, Imperial College, and RAL. The following two 
articles describe some of the exciting early results and 
the data analysis system based on the Starlink AS-
TERIX/ADAM software. 

The ROSAT data are coming 

The 2.5 tonne ROSAT spacecraft was launched by 
a Delta II on 1st June 1990 into precisely the required 
580km circular orbit. The co-aligned German/US Soft 
X-ray Telescope (XRT: 0.1-2.2 keV) and the UK XUV 
Wide Field Camera (WFC: 20-200 eV) are both per-
forming at least as well as expected in every respect. 

Following an initial switch-on period, there was a 
one month calibration phase followed by a one month 
Performance Verification (PV) phase. ROSAT has now 
started the pointed observations of the six month AO-1 
programme. Prior to this, a six month all-sky survey 
was performed. 

In the very last days of the all-sky survey, ROSAT 
lost pointing stability for reasons not fully understood. 
During this period, the focal plane instruments lost 
power, preventing them from being put in a safe state. 

Because the solar panels were not correctly exposed to 
the sun, the main bus voltage fell close to the min-
imum required to drive the spacecraft command sys-
tem. Happily, commands to orientate the spacecraft 
were successful and ROSAT was recovered. The PSPC 
that was previously in use was found not to operate 
after the attitude loss, and one of the redundant WFC 
survey niters (S2a) was also found to be damaged. 

New safeing procedures have now been uplinked 
for use in a similar emergency, should one occur. The 
second PSPC is now in regular use, and the WFC has 
been reprogrammed to use the other S2 filter (which has 
identical spectral transmission). The last week of the 
sky survey and the first two days of the pointed phase 
had to be abandoned, but ROSAT is now performing 
AO-1 pointed observations as scheduled. Those obser-
vations missed at the start of the pointed phase will be 
re-scheduled for the end of AO-1. 

The early WFC data showed that the background 
could be extremely low in all four filters. This was 
very good news, as the effects of geocoronal radiation 
and possible soft electron fluxes were difficult to esti-
mate before launch. The same is also true of the XRT 
Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC). This 
device has negligible internal background; almost all its 
background counts are due to cosmic X-rays. The large 
effective area of the PSPC (350cm2 at 0.2 keV) means 
that it is phenomenally sensitive, reaching three times 
the depth of the Einstein deep survey in 40,000 seconds. 

Figure 1: THE XUV MOON — An image from the 
WFC survey showing the moon as seen on two consec-
utive ROSAT orbits. The crescent shape of the moon 
can easily be made out in this raw image. Scattered so-
lar X-rays from the lunar surface cause the illuminated 
moon to be a bright XUV source. (Image supplied by 
M.G. WatsonJ 

Figure 2. THE VELA SUPERNOVA REMNANT — 
The 5 degree diameter Vela supernova remnant as seen 
by the Wide Field Camera. With the WFC sensitivity 
peaking at 0.12 keV, the relatively absorbed Puppis su-
pernova remnant (which would appear at top right) is 
not seen. (Image supplied by M. Barstow.) 
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Figure 3 . THE WIDE FIELD CAMERA SURVEY — The points show preliminary Wide Field Camera source 
locations from the all-sky survey analysed thus far. Exposure is greatest at the ecliptic poles, resulting in the higher 
source detection density seen there. 

The PV observations were of targets proposed for 
AO-1, and the W F C da ta from this phase have now 
been distributed to P is . (At the time of writing we 
are waiting for the equivalent XRT da t a from MPE.) 
Information on da ta distribution and other up-to-the-
minute news on ROSAT can be obtained from the 
ROSAT_GENERAL VAX Notes conference at LTVAD. 
Current notes cover items such as the spacecraft s ta tus, 
the calibration of the W F C , the AO-1 schedule, and in-
formation about AO-2. 

ROSAT da ta from the all-sky surveys belong to the 
national project teams. In the UK the ROSIGs exist to 
help maximize the scientific exploitation of these data . 
The two-colour W F C survey da ta are being processed by 
Leicester and Birmingham Universities, MSSL, Imperial 
College and RAL, as well as by the W F C Quick-Look 
Facility (QLF) at M P E . With its soft XUV bandpass, 
the W F C is primarily a galactic probe: of the sources 
seen so far, very approximately 30% are single stars and 
20% are white dwarfs; other objects identified include 
cataclysmic variables and RS CVn stars. It is worth 

noting that while W F C sources are mainly low luminos-
ity objects, the W F C bandpass is uncharted territory, 
and surprises can be expected. 

During the pointed phase of the ROSAT mission 
the UK has 12% of the observing time, receiving da ta 
from both the XRT and the W F C . The observing ef-
ficiency of ROSAT is unusually high, given its near-
Earth orbit, and this means that a large number of ob-
servations can be made. The total AO-1 programme 
calls for around 900 observations of 103 — 105 seconds. 
The R O S A T . G E N E R A L VAXnotes conference contains 
a note on how to access summaries of the AO-1 pro-
gramme. 

The da t a analysis side of ROSAT is covered in 
Trevor Ponman ' s article. Some examples of W F C da ta 
are shown in the accompanying pictures. 

Julian Osborne, Rosat Observer Support, Leicester 

LTVAD::JULO, JULO@UK.AC.LE.STAR 
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ROSAT and its science data analysis 
system 

Data are now arriving from the ROSAT satellite 
and assuming, as we all hope and expect, tha t the 
experiments continue to operate successfully for sev-
eral years, a large number of people in the UK are 
likely to want to analyse ROSAT da ta at some time. 
With this in mind, the ROSAT Science Data Analysis 
(SDA) system was planned from the outset, six years 
ago, as a Starlink-based package, so tha t it would be 
readily available to all astronomers within reach of a 
Starlink node. The aim was to enhance the existing 
ASTERIX X-ray analysis package, and to plug into it 
with a ROSAT instrument interface. This was made 
possible by the design of ASTERIX, which was con-
ceived as an instrument-independent system, with an 
overall s tructure shown in Figure 1. Most applications 
operate on d a t a stored in s tandard format files which 
are essentially independent of the instrument of origin. 

ASTERIX is comparable in many ways to FI-
GARO. It runs under ICL, al though much of it can 
also be run under DCL. It uses the s tandard NDF for-
mat (supplemented with some extensions) for storing 
da ta , while F I G A R O uses its own D S T format. It also 
contains a large, catholic collection of applications to 
perform da ta manipulation, graphical display, and im-
age, time and spectral analysis. Many of these are in no 
way specific to high energy astronomy, so if you can' t 
find what you want in K A P P A or F I G A R O , it may be 
worth looking in ASTERIX. 

An interface for the EXOSAT LE and M E exper-
iments is available as par t of ASTERIX. The ROSAT 
interfaces are still developing rapidly, and so are not for-
mally par t of the system yet. The current versions are 
available on request from Julian Osborne a t Leicester 
(LTVAD::JU.LO) who is also responsible for providing 
advice and assistance to Guest Observers. 

Radial distr ibution 

RAW DATA Calibration, EK etc 

Instrument Interfaces 

Standard binned & event dataseis 

ASTERIX Core Software 

(instrument independent) 
Instrument-specific Software 

Data analysis products 

Figure 1 . The overall structure of ASTERIX. The 
ROSAT SDA consists of the core software, together 
with the ROSAT instrument interfaces and a number of 
ROSAT-specific applications and command procedures. 
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Figure 2 . This shows the smearing in Figure 3 due to 
residual attitude errors. This becomes most apparent 
in such long exposures, and can be seen when the radial 
profile of the background subtracted data is compared 
with the nominal PSF of the instrument (dashed line). 
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Figure 3. Image of the rapidly rotating young Main Sequence star AB Dor. This source lies close to the South 
Ecliptic Pole. Smearing due to residual attitude errors is illustrated in Figure 2. 

The WFC interface is designed to fulfill two roles. 
For the Guest Observer wishing to reduce a WFC 
pointed observation, it allows Rosat WFC Observation 
Datasets (RWODs) received from the UK Data Centre 
at RAL to be reduced into standard ASTERIX event 
datasets, or directly to binned images or time series. 

These can then be exposure corrected, converting raw 
counts into fluxes normalised to the on-axis response of 
the instrument. In addition, the interface software con-
tains database management facilities which are used by 
the hardware institutes for assembling the all-sky survey 
from the scan data. 
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Figure 4 . The Cygnus Loop in the EUV. The WFC image of this 12,000 year old supernova remnant has been 
smoothed with a 5 arcmin Gaussian to suppress background noise. 

The XRT interface is still under development, but 
a provisional system is available for the P S P C . This will 
convert raw da ta tapes into ASTERIX datasets , allow 
simple background subtraction and exposure correction, 
and a t tach spectral response information to allow spec-
tral fitting. 

Results so far? After a rather creaky star t , the soft-
ware 'pipeline' responsible for analysing the survey da ta 
in delayed real time a t the W F C hardware consortium 
institutes has performed well, and we are currently near-
ing completion of the initial survey analysis. This has 
primarily involved producing a set of 2 degree square im-
ages which tessellate the sky, searching these for signif-
icant sources, and cross-correlating the resulting source 
lists with a wide variety of astronomical catalogues. It 
appears tha t about 50% of real sources can be identified 
in this way. The rest are being followed up with opti-
cal spectroscopic observations as part of a coordinated 

programme involving astronomers from both inside and 
outside the hardware consortium. 

In addition to point sources, a number of extended 
objects have appeared in the survey da ta . These are 
more photogenic than unresolved sources, as can be seen 
from the accompanying figures. The total number of 
real sources will not be known until a detailed study 
of the noise properties is completed; however it is al-
ready clear tha t there will be at least 1000. The bulk of 
these are nearby white dwarfs and late-type stars, with 
a sprinkling of interesting multiple star systems, but the 
patchiness of the interstellar medium extends the view-
ing horizon outside our galaxy in some favourable direc-
tions. 

Trevor Ponman, Birmingham 
BHVADr.TJP, TJP@UK.AC.BHAM.SR.STAR 
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Absorption-line spectroscopy of galaxies 

The field of absorption-line spectroscopy of galax-
ies lacks a generally available coherent set of programs 
to perform both reduction and analysis. I have found 
the extensions to F IGARO writ ten by T im Wilkins and 
Dave Axon the most efficient means of doing the initial 
reduction of 2D spectra. For example, using VIG to flat-
field, ARCSDI to correct for line distortion, COMB for S-
distortion and ARC2D for wavelength calibration; while 
s tandard F IGARO can extract the spectra, sky sub-
tract , remove the continuum etc. After this, Durham 
Universities DUSDERS package allows the most com-
plete (Fourier) analysis of the spectra, and seems the 
most widely used package. 

Unfortunately, DUSDERS has developed little since 
its inception in 1982, as is particularly evident in the 
graphics. Minor modifications have enabled many of 
the plotting sections to operate under P G P L O T , and 
thus can use any GKS device. Changes to the cross-
correlation routines have been based on those kindly 
supplied by John Lucey a t Durham. 

A rather more serious limitation of DUSDERS is 
tha t it is highly interactive. This was a major restric-
tion for my particular application. My main concern 
has therefore been to automate the standard procedures 
as much as possible — primarily by reducing and/or 
simplifying the I / O , thus allowing them to be run in 
batch. The Fourier Quotient analysis has also bene-
fited from these modifications (I use a version kindly 
provided by Dave Carter (RGO) since the DUSDERS 
version consistently fails to yield believable and/or con-
sistent results). However, only certain stages of pre-
processing for the Fourier Quotient can be done in 
batch. 

Checking the external consistency of results de-
rived from either cross-correlation or Fourier Quotient 
techniques can be difficult. In particular, the latter 
method does not provide an independent estimate of 
the velocity field to tha t derived from cross-correlation 
since it relies on a priori knowledge of at least the ap-
proximate position of the peak in the cross-correlation 
function (i.e. the recessional velocity of the object with 
respect to the template) . As an alternative, I used mod-
ified (batch) versions of the F IGARO programs PEA K 
and EMLT to provide independent estimates. The pro-
cedure is to create auto-correlation functions (for each 
stellar template) and cross-correlation functions (be-
tween the stellar template and the object spectrum) 
within DUSDERS, and then output these functions as 
"spectra". The modified P E AK and EMLT are then 
used to fit the peaks of each function with Gaussians, 
and derive estimates of the velocity, velocity dispersion 
and line strength of the object spectra, with respect 
to the stellar templates. Since the means by which 
such parameters are calculated are not, in general, the 
same as those within DUSDERS (particularly for line 
strengths), such results seem to provide a realistic as-
sessment of the uncertainty on each parameter . How-

ever, the F IGARO techniques appear rather more sen-
sitive to S/N in the object spectra than the DUSDERS 
versions. Nonetheless, in the higher S/N spectra (i.e. 
those for which the DUSDERS 3J parameter is typically 
> 1.7) the DUSDERS and F IGAR O results agree to 
within about 10 km s e c - 1 in velocity (corresponding to 
20-30% of the uncertainty calculated from within cross-
correlation), ~ 20 km s e c - 1 in velocity dispersion, and 
~ 0.15 in line strength. For comparison, the internal 
scatter between stellar templates is ~ 10-13 km s e c - 1 

in velocity, 10-25 km s e c - 1 in dispersion, and 0.03-0.1 
in line strength. 

While one should ideally make no assumptions 
about the shape of the correlation functions, I find tha t 
an analysis of the type described by Bender (A & A, 
229 , 441, 1990) is precluded in da ta for which the dis-
persion is < "35 A / m m because of insufficient resolu-
tion across the peaks of both cross- and auto-correlation 
functions to a t t empt the necessary deconvolution of one 
against the other. Such a process might be easier for 
da ta with sufficient velocity resolution and /or higher 
S/N data, and such tests are currently underway. 

Additional comparisons to the available techniques 
have been undertaken using cross-correlation code writ-
ten, and kindly provided, by Marijn Franx. This ver-
sion has the significant advantage tha t it operates on 
a 2D object spectrum, thus minimising the overheads 
required within DUSDERS or F IGARO . Furthermore, 
variable binning along the spatial dimension of the slit 
is greatly simplified, and the program is less sensitive 
to S/N than the alternatives. There are slight differ-
ences between the parameter profiles derived from the 
Franx code and tha t from the alternatives, but these 
are only minor — they are, for example, smaller than 
the internal scatter between templates which I use to 
measure the internal consistency of the results. Unfor-
tunately, this code is not widely available and, under-
standably, permission should be sought from its author 
before making use of such software. Sadly, he now only 
maintains a Unix-based version of the programs! Thus, 
the use of such a program is discussed in this context 
merely in the sense of providing an independent con-
firmation that the cross-correlation velocity fields from 
DUSDERS are reasonable. 

In summary, whilst the DUSDERS or FIGARO 
methods can readily extract velocity, velocity disper-
sion and line strength profiles from absorption-line 
spectra, and in doing so reduce user input to a min-
imum, this is only a temporary solution until the minor 
additions to, for example, F IGARO are made. Some ef-
forts in this direction are currently underway by a pos-
sible extension of the Wilkins & Axon LONGSLIT pro-
gram to operate exclusively on absorption-line spectra. 
When such extensions (LONGSLIT or otherwise) are im-
plemented, the software described above will become 
redundant . 

Martin Shaw, Manchester 
MAVADr.MAS, MAS@UK.AC.MAN.AST.STAR 
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STARLINK INFORMATION DIGEST 

Starlink sites & site managers: 
A R M A G H : Armagh Observatory, College Hill, ARMAGH, BT61 
9DG. Tel: 0861-522928. Paul Brown. 
ARVAD/UK.AC.QUB.ARM.STAR. 
BELFAST: Dept of Pure and Applied Physics, Queen's Univer-
sity of Belfast, BELFAST, BT7 INN. Tel: 0232-245133 X3648. 
Paul Brown. QUVAD/UK.AC.QUB.PHY.STAR. 
B I R M I N G H A M : School of Physics and Space Research, Uni-
versity of Birmingham, Edgbaston Park Road, BIRMINGHAM, 
B15 2TT. Tel: 021-414-6447. Bill Wilson. 
BHVAD/UK.AC.BHAM.SR.STAR. 
C A M B R I D G E : This is a single Starlink node with a single com-
puter cluster serving two organisations: (1) Institute of Astron-
omy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, CAMBRIDGE, 
CB3 OHA. Tel: 0223-337528. (2) Royal Greenwich Observatory, 
Madingley Road, CAMBRIDGE, CB3 OEZ. Tel: 0223-374000. 
Ian Skillen, Steve Percival, Phil Herridge. 
CAVAD/UK.AC.CAM.AST-STAR 
C A R D I F F : Dept of Physics, University of Wales College of 
Cardiff, PO Box 913, CARDIFF, CFl 3TH. Tel: 0222-874000 
X5282. Rodney Smith. CARDIF/UK.AC.CF.ASTRO.V1. 
D U R H A M : Dept of Physics, University of Durham, South Road, 
DURHAM, DH1 3LE. Tel: 091-374-2131. Alan Lotts. 
DUVAD/UK.AC.DUR.STAR. 
E D I N B U R G H : Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill, EDINBURGH, 
EH9 3HJ. Tel: 031-668-8377. John-Barrow. 
REVAD/UK.AC.ROE.STAR. 
HATFIELD: Dept of Physics & Astronomy, Hatfield Polytech-
nic, College Lane, HATFIELD, Herts, ALIO 9AB. Tel: 0707-
279607. Michael Inglis (local contact). HATVAD. 
I C S T M : Astrophysics Group, Dept of Physics, Blackett Labo-
ratory, ICSTM, Prince Consort Rd, LONDON, SW7 2BZ. Tel: 
071-589-5111 X6658. Graeme Willoughby. 
ICVAD/UK.AC.IC.PH.STAR. 
JODRELL B A N K : Nuffield Radio Astronomy Lab, University 
of Manchester, Jodrell Bank, MACCLESFIELD, Cheshire, SKl l 
9DL. Tel: 0477-71321 X293. Michael Garrett. 
JBVAD/UK.AC.MAN.JB.STAR. 
K E E L E : Dept of Physics, University of Keele, KEELE, Staffs, 
ST5 5BG. Tel: 0782-621111. James Albinson. 
KLVAD./UK.AC.KL.PH.STAR. 
K E N T : Electronic Engineering Lab, University of Kent, CAN-
TERBURY, Kent, CT2 7NT. Tel: 0227-764000 X3190. Brian 
Heaton. KENVAD. 

LEICESTER: Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University of Le-
icester, University Rd, LEICESTER, LEI 7RH. Tel: 0533-523599. 
Geoffrey Mellor. LTVAD/UK.AC.LE.STAR. 
M A N C H E S T E R : Dept of Astronomy, University of Manch-
ester, Oxford Road, MANCHESTER, M13 9PL. Tel: 061-275-
4236. Vassilis Laspias. MAVAD/UK.AC.MAN.AST.STAR. 
O X F O R D : Dept of Astrophysics, Nuclear Physics Building, Ke-
ble Road, OXFORD, OXl 3RH. Tel: 0865-273311. Ivan Bishop. 
OXVAD/UK.AC.OX.ASTRO. 
P R E S T O N : Dept of Physics & Astronomy, Lancashire Polytech-
nic, PRESTON, PR1 2TQ. Tel: 0772-201201. Andy Adamson. 
LPVAD/UK.AC.LANCSP.STAR. 
Q M W : Dept of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile 
End Road, LONDON, E l 4NS Tel: 071-975-5053. Kevin Richard-
son. QMCMV/UK.AC.QMW.STAR. 
RAL: Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, DIDCOT, Oxon, 
0X11 0QX Tel: 0235-821900. 
(1) Project cluster: Building R68. David Rawlinson, X6471. 
RLVAD/UK.AC.RL.STAR. 
(2) Astrophysics cluster: Building R25. Barbara Bromage, X6497. 
RLSAC/UK.AC.RL.STAR.AST. 
S T A N D R E W S : Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University 
of St Andrews, North Haugh, St Andrews, Fife. KY16 9SS. Tel: 
0334-76161 X8323. Roger Stapleton (acting). 
SASTAR/UK.AC.ST-AND.STAR. 
S O U T H A M P T O N : Dept of Physics, University of Southamp-
ton, SOUTHAMPTON, S 0 9 5NH. Tel: 0703-592112. Laurence 
Jones. SOTON/UK.AC.SOTON.PHASTR. 
SUSSEX: Astronomy Centre, Division of Physics & Astronomy, 
University of Sussex, BRIGHTON, BN1 9QH. Tel: 0273-606755 
X3053. Stuart Keir. SUSTAR/UK.AC.SUSX.STAR. 
UCL: Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University College Lon-
don, Gower Street, LONDON, WC1E 6BT. Tel: 071-380-7147. 
Adrian Fish. ZUVAD/UK.AC.UCL.STAR. 

Starlink Project contacts at RAL: 
Tel: 0235-821900. All usernames are on UK.AC.RL.STAR (RLVAD) 
except GEB who is on UK.AC.RL.STAR.AST (RLSAC). 

Project Manager: 
Project Scientist: 
Network Manager: 
Software Librarian: 
Applications: 
ADAM Support Group: Peter Allan 
Software Distribution: Martin Bly 

Patrick Wallace X5372 (PTW) 
Gordon Bromage X6362 (GEB) 
John Sherman X6367 (JCS) 
Mike Lawden X5363 (MDL) 
Rodney Warren-Smith X6735 (RFWS) 

X6735 (PMA) 
X5363 (STAR) 
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